No. EDN-Ele-H(7)-AEBAS-/2019
Directorate of Elementary Education
Himachal Pradesh. Shimla-I
E-mail: eleedu-hp@gov.in Fax No. 0177-2656134
Dated Shimla- 171001 March,

To

All the Deputy Directors of Elementary Education,
Himachal Pradesh (except Distt. L&S and Kinnaur).

Subject: - Regarding supply & installation of AEBAS devices in 4474 G.P.S. and
stand alone G.M.S. of H.P. in 1ST PHASE - instructions thereof.

1) On the subject matter, your attention is invited towards this office
letter of even No.EDN-Ele-H(7)-AEBAS-/2019 dated 23.01.2020,19.02.2020 & 11.03.2020
videwhich budget was allocated/released to all the Dy. Director Ele. Edu. Offices in H.P. (except
Distt. L&S and Kinnaur) for the purchase/activation of SIMs for network services required for
AEBAS machines to be installed in 4474 schools as per their actual respective demands.

It shall be the personal duty and responsibility of the concerned Dy.
Director Ele. Edu. Office to make ensure the following instructions also :-

i) Procure the SIMs from BSNL/JIO Reliance/ Airtel Bharti as per requirement.
ii) Get these SIMs activated for net services.
iii) Make available the respective bill vouchers.
iv) Make payment towards the procurement to the respective service provider well in
time within the current financial year 2019-20 and send the utilization certificates of the
released budget to this office on or before 20.04.2020 alongwith all the copies of invoices and
bill vouchers etc.

2) Further, it is made clear that budget so allocated to you must be
utilized within this current financial year for the purpose it was sanctioned. The concerned Dy.
Director Ele. Edu. offices will be entirely responsible for the consequences if the released
budget is not utilized and the utilization certificate is not submitted to this office within the
stipulated period as mentioned above.

3) Further more, reference is also invited to this office letter of even No.
EDN-Ele-H(7)-AEBAS-/2019 dated 04.03.2020 videwhich it was required that all the employees
of Elementary Edu. Deptt. working in your respective district at GPS/GMS/Edu. Offices must be
registered on the attendance portal and employees registration status report to this effect may
also be compiled at distt. level after obtaining from the BEEO’s and thereafter all the DDEE’s
shall further submit the same to this Directorate (in the prescribed format already supplied) for
the whole Distt. well before 20.03.2020. But, it is a matter of great regret that the said
information is still awaited. So, you are once again reminded and directed to ensure the supply
of above information immediately.

Treat it as most urgent and Time bound.

[Signature]
Rohit Jamwal (HPAS)
Director of Ele. Edu.
H.P. Shimla-171001